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Abstract: The title problem is treated by a new method which allows a straightforward derivation of a Fredholm 
system of governing integral equations. An important feature of these equations is the fact that there is no need to 
solve the system in order to assess certain integral characteristics like, for example, the total charge at each disk. A 
good accuracy of this assessment is confirmed by a numerical solution of the system of integral equations. Some 
previously published numerical results are corrected. Several examples are considered. 
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Introduction 
The problem of charged coaxial circular disks has been attracting the attention of scientists 
during last century. Kirchhoff, Ignatowsky, Love, Nomura, Cooke and others made a significant 
contribution to its solution. A comprehensive literature review can be found in [1,2]. The latest 
published important result seems to be [3] where an axisymmetric problem of several charged 
coaxial disks is considered by the dual integral equation method. The solution is obtained for the 
case when the distance between disks is long in comparison with their radii. 
A general solution to the non-axisyrmnetric problem is given here by a new approach. A 
mathematical outline of the method is given in the next section. Formulation of the problem and 
its solution follows. The charge density distribution can be found from a system of Fredholm 
integral equation. The total charge and some other integral characteristics can be estimated 
without solving the system. The collocation method is used for the numerical solution of the 
integral equation. A way is found to assess the error of the computation. A high degree of 
accuracy of the solution allowed us to correct some numerical results published by Cooke [4]. 
Several examples are considered. 
Preliminaries 
Some mathematical considerations are presented here to simplify understanding of the 
method. Introduce the following quantities: 
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0 
TO(x) = 
/(/g2(x) - x2 
-= /& a,‘: ( q2b) - (~,o)2(4 ’ 
wk cp-cpo)= 
l-k2 
1+ k2 - 2k cos(+ - (PO) ’
(5) 
(6) 
R:,2 = p2 + P; - 2~~0 cd+ - Go,> + (z 7 zoJ2, 
7?,,,(x) = s(x) 5 %/W, 
s(x) = /_/W/x. 
Formula (3) can be verified using the following relationships 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(11) 
~2W2b) = XPT E:(x)+1;(X)=X2+p2+22. (12) 
Several particular cases of (3) will also be used in this paper. For example, setting z = 0 in (3) 
one gets 
= _ $tan_l =m (13) 
xR 
where 
R2 = p2 + p; - 2pp, cos(+ - (PO) + ~0’. 
Another variation of (13) can be obtained by a substitution y = Z,(x). The result is 
/,,2_,2(d:,;oh_y2 A[$, +-,) = -itan-l TW. (14) 
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Here 
g(y) =.Y 1+ zo2/M -Y’> . 
Introduce the integral L-operator by 
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05) 
Here f, is the Fourier coefficient of the function f. The following properties of the L-operator 
can be deduced from (16) 
L(k)L(k,) = L(W), L(l)f =f. (17) 
These properties will be widely used throughout the paper. 
Formulation of the problem 
Consider a system of n charged circular coaxial disks. Place a set of the cylindrical coordinate 
axes so that the axis Oz passes through the centers of the disks. Let a, be the radius of the ith 
disk, zi be the z-coordinate of its center. The problem is to find the electrostatic field potential of 
the system of charged disks, i.e. to find a harmonic function V(p, 4, z) subject to the following 
boundary conditions: 
V(p, $, z,)=u,(p, +) forO<p<a,, 0<$<27, k=l,2 ,..., n. 
The potential can be represented through the simple layer distribution as follows: 
(18) 
Here qi are yet unknown charge densities which can be found from a system of integral 
equations obtained by substitution of the boundary conditions (18) in (19). Now some transfor- 
mations of (19) are necessary. Introduce the notations 
lik,i(xY PO, hrk) ZZ zik,l(x) = li(x, PO, hik), (20) 
hik= Izi-zkl. (21) 
Expressions (13) and (14) allows the following integral representation for the reciprocal distance 
1 2~ dx 1; 1(x) _=- 
Rik 
Ti /-_ qkcx, dh ppo”-‘” 
i 
1 2 r,,,,(p) _=- 
J Rik T 0 
(22) 
(23) 
where gik according to (15) can be defined as 
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and 
Rfk = p2 + p; - 2pp, cos(+ - 4,) + h;k, (25) 
lxx, PO) =g&Jq &k,dx). (26) 
Now we can single out the k th disk, without loss of generality, and do all the transformations of 
the integral equation related to the boundary conditions at the surface of the k th disk, having in 
mind that the integral equations related to the other disks can be transformed in a similar 
manner. Substituting the boundary condition (18) in (19) and using (22) and (23), one obtains 
+ t 4/“p, dp, 
j=l 0 
ifk 
‘?k dx) 
T,,(x> P& L 
i ii PPO 
qi(PO> +> =‘k(P, @> (27) 
where the integral operator L is understood according to (16). Equation (27) can be transformed 
to the Fredholm type by the following procedure. Apply the operator 
Lldr pdp 
ij 1 r dro\i;Z_p2 L(P) 
to both sides of (27). The result is 
qk(PO> +> + 2+1 gkkb POjL 
i#k 
L(P)"k(P> +>- 
The next operator to apply is 
L(t) d -- 
t dt 
which yields 
-T2q,&, +> + 271 i /“‘Po dp, 
1=1 0 
iik 
L(t) d ak r dr -- 
t dt J 
t Jr2-t2 
d&b +) = MkUk(t> +> 
where 
&k,2(x) = b(x, PO, hrk), 
and the M-operator is understood as 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
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Changing the order of integration in (29) and integrating with respect to r, one gets the following 
system of Fredholm integral equations 
~,JP> +> = - 1 2 jOZnjbi’Ki,(p> no> +> +o>q,(po, +o)~o dno d+o 
rr i=l 
i#k 
+ -+M,u,(p, +) for k=l, 2 ,..., n. (32) 
71 
Here, the kernel Kik can be expressed in terms of elementary functions: 
R*k 
6tk(ak, P> + tan 
-1 tik(ak, P) 
Rik I ’ 
(33) 
(34) 
R,, is defined by (25), and hi, by (21). Notice that in the case uk = const, Mkuk(p) = ~,(a; - 
P~)-*‘~. It is advisable to multiply both sides of (32) by (uz - p 2 II2 in order to eliminate a weak ) 
singularity at p -+ ak. 
The system (32) has a unique solution which can be obtained by successive approximations. 
To prove this, introduce a new function uk = (a; - p2 )1’2qk. According to the Banach’s theorem, 
it is sufficient to prove that the integral operator 
is a contraction operator. Determine the distance in the class of continuous functions by 
6(ai7 Gi)=rnmaxIui(P07 Go,>-gii(Po, +o> 1. 
Assess the value of 
I Wd - We) I 
where 
1 
c=- tan-’ 
[ 
a +a, 
-L-- + tan 
hik 
-ia, <I 
IT 1 hik ’ 
The last expression proves that W is a contraction operator thus proving the theorem. The 
following integral representation was used for the evaluation of the integral in (35) 
(,r+r;‘+h:x + (T-r;‘+h:, 1 (36) 
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After the system (32) is solved, the electrostatic field potential can be defined by 
where 
&=l,(a,, P> z--/J> (38) 
g&(X) = x/l + (z - z,)‘/( p2 - x2) . (39) 
The main advantage of (37) over the equivalent expression (19) is its convenience for various 
mathematical transformations, including the exact evaluation of the integrals as it will be shown 
further. 
The number of unknown densities in (37) can be reduced by substitution of qk defined by (29) 
in (37). Using (3), one gets, after simplification 
V(P, G, 4 = i JZy G,, P, z> PO, + - +o)qi(po> +O)PO ~PO d+o + Q,(P, +) ( 
;=, 0 0 
where G,, can be expressed in elementary functions as follows 
Gik(p, z, po, C$ - +o) = 
1 
1 + GtanP1y - - 
1.1  [ 2Ri,2 ’ 
R& = p2 + pi - 2pp, cos(+ - Go) + (z - zi)‘, 
R;,2 = p2 + p; - 2pp, cos( C#I - Go) + (z - zk + zi - z~)~, 
77ik,l = Sik(ak) + Cz - ‘k)(‘i - zk)/Sik(ak), 
77ik,2 = Sik(ak) - Cz - ‘k)(‘i - zk>/sik(zk>, 
Sik(ak) = 
&(ak, P, z -z/J - a; Ijll&, po, zi -z/J - a; 
ak 
and the operator Pk reads 
(40) 
atan 
-1% 1 R ’ (41) 172 
(42) 
(43) 
(44 
(45) 
(46) 
p,“,(P, $) = ifTk(x, dL( +)&Ix PO dpo 
k,2 x 
(47) 
Here, 
Tk(x> P) = 
1 
P2 - l:(x, P, z - zk) 
z - zk), (48) 
l,,,(x) = &(x, P> z - zk)* 
In the case ok = constant 
(49) 
Pkuk = fuk sin-’ 
1k,2:*ak) ’ 
(50) 
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The solution of some practical problems very often do not require the knowledge of the charge 
distributions qk, and only the integral characteristics are of interest, like the total charge, the 
moments, etc. An assessment of these values can be made without solving the set of equations 
(32). Indeed, multiplying both sides of (28) by P and integrating over the surface of the k th 
disk, yields 
l&y mm + l)l 2T J.i r(1+$?2) 0 0 a*qk(po ’ +o)pgm+l Go d+o 
It is easy to show that all the intermediary integrals with respect to r in (51) can be evaluated in 
terms of elementary functions. Expression (51) simplifies for m = 0 as follows: 
Qk+ a i$J2T~az‘li(P~ @> sin-’ 12cukp~, hik) P dp dG=Bk 
ifk 
where Qk is the total charge at the k th disk, and 
Bk+ 2n JJ %c(P> $1~ dp d+ Tr 0 0 /7&7 . 
For the case m = 1, expression (51) reduces to 
(54 
(53) 
\iC,:, 
where 
Cik = 12(ak, P, hik). 
Evoking the mean value theorem which is valid when qi does not change sign, (52) can be 
rewritten as: 
Qk + $ ,? Qi sin-l 12(ak “p*, / ) =B, fork=1,2,...,n 
1=1 9 I ) rk 
i#l 
where, according to the theorem, 0 G p rk G a,: Despite the fact that the exact value of p,k is 
unknown, the set of linear algebraic equations (55) is very useful for various purposes. For 
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example, one can assess the values of Qi in the form Qi,min < Qj d Q,,,, by variation of all the 
admissible values of pik. In the case of constant potentials uk, k = 1, 2,. . . , n, the set of 
equations (55) takes the form 
(56) 
Remembering that the matrix of the capacitances c,, is symmetric, one can introduce several 
ways to make the estimation of the values of interest more sharp. For example, let Q’ be the set 
of solutions of (56) for uI = 1, and uk = 0, k = 1,. . . , n (k Zj). Let Q:’ (i = 1,. . . , n) be the set of 
solutions of (56) for u, = 1 and all the other uk = 0. Now it is easy to deduce that the following 
equality should hold 
qj = Q; = Q5’ = cj,_ 
As both quantities are assessed in the form 
Q' I,max ’ Q; ’ Q&in, Q;lmax > Q;' > Q;&.,, 
(57) 
then the final assessment of cli will be obtained as an intersection of the intervals (58), which 
might give a sharper estimation. Here is an illustrative example. Consider a set of two disks with 
a, = 2, a2 = 1, h = 0.6, ui = uf = 1. The direct estimation of the total charges gives 1.60828 < Q, 
< 2.54544, -0.66970 < Q2 < 0.49519 while the usage of the described technique allows a much 
sharper estimation, namely 1.67554 < Q, < 1.7801, 0.27799 < Q, < 0.39838. It is obvious that in 
the case of equal disks, both intervals in (58) are the same, and their intersection will not improve 
the estimation. One can expect that in some cases the sharpness of the estimation of certain 
values for equal disks will be inferior to those of unequal ones. 
The set of equations (52) can also be used to verify the accuracy of an approximate solution or 
a numerical procedure. For example, numerical results for the case of two equal coaxial disks are 
presented in [4]. Let us check just one point, corresponding to the value /~,,/a, = 20. The values, 
proportional to the total charge Q, given in [4] for the case of equal potentials and for opposite 
potentials are At’ = $rQ = 0.9683 and A ‘02’ = 1 0319 respectively. The estimation of these values . 
by solving (56) is 0.969213 > A, (‘I > 0.969176, 1.032849 > A’,2) > 1.032807 which means that both 
values given in [4] are outside the admissible range, and therefore are inaccurate. The correct 
values are A!’ = 0.969201 and A f) = 1 032821. . The numerical procedure to obtain these and 
other results is discussed in the next section. One can notice also that since h,, = 0 and 
zl(a,, Pkk? O> = sky then the set (55) can be rewritten as: 
$i$iQisinP1i ( uk h, > =Bk, fork=l,2 ,..., n. 
2 ak, &k? rk 
Numerical solution 
(59) 
One needs accurate numerical results in order to estimate the error of various approximate 
formulae. The collocation method, used in this paper, proved to give an adequate accuracy in a 
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wide range of distances between disks. A case of coaxial disks maintained at constant potential 
was considered. The set of equations (28) for vk = const. takes the form: 
Let the solution of (60) be presented in the form: 
4/&J) = (4 - P2)-1’2 : CkmPZrn (61) 
where C,, are yet unknown constants. Substituting (61) in (60) and using (36), one gets: 
where 
(64 
(63) 
is a polynomial in r* and F is the Gauss hypergeometric function. All the integrals in (62) can 
be evaluated exactly and expressed in elementary functions, using the following formulae: 
= _nr2n--f’ i h2 1 _ , +_ n; 2;__ (a + r)2 + h2 r2 (a - r)’ + h2 
r2n 
+hF -n,*--nn; 
i 
n-1 2a 
+c 
2n-2m-lr2m 
m=O 2n-2m-1 
1 1 
(t+r)2+h2 -I- (t-r)2+h2 I t 
2n+1 dt 
=r’“((2n+l)F(-n, i-n; 5; --$I ln$$ 
+;F h2 _n,:_n;;; __ 
r2 
2 tan-’ i + tan 
n-1 2m+l 
+c ----a2n-*mr2mF 
m=O n-m 
_m, $ _ m; +; _ ft 
,a-r 
h 
1a-r 
h 
(64) 
a+r 
tan-’ - 
h 
(65) 
where I, and 1, are understood as &,(a, r, h) defined by (1). 
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Now one has to specify N + 1 points of collocation at each of the intervals 0 G r G uk, 
k= 1, 2,..., n, and request that the set of equations (62) be satisfied at these points. This leads 
to the set of n( N + 1) linear algebraic equations: 
: Gmfkm(Y/) + i: 2 ; C1J ( 
m=O i=l m=O 
r#k i 
t + ri 
;* 
+ hfk 
+ (t_rjf-th:* LA) dt 
I 
=U k, forj=O,l,..., Nandk=l,2 ,..., n (66) 
from which the constants C,, are to be defined. After the system (66) is solved, all the other 
parameters of interest can be obtained rather easily, for example, the total charge at each disk 
can be defined by 
The potential value at an arbitrary point in space can also be expressed in terms of elementary 
functions. Indeed, substitution of (61) in (37) gives, after the first integration, 
I% +, z> =4 i lb* /A : ckmfkm(gk(x)). (68) 
k=l 0 m=O 
Since fkm here is a polynomial, according to (63), then the remaining integrals can always be 
evaluated exactly in terms of elementary functions. The accuracy of the solution was assessed by 
the error function Ek( r) defined by: 
N 
i#k 
1 1 
(t+r)2+hfk + 
(t+~+~;~ hh) dt-“k 1 
forO<r<ak, k=l, 2 ,..., n. (6% 
It is obvious that Ek = 0 indicates that the solution is exact. The value of 
A=maxlE,(r)) (70) 
was used as a measure of accuracy of the solution, which means that, out of two solutions, the 
one with the smallest A was considered more accurate. The typical behavior of the error function 
Ek is presented at Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 for the case of two equal coaxial disks of radius 1 with 
opposite charges and a gap between them h = 0.1. The solid line in both figures plots the error 
function for the case of three points of collocation, the dashed line for - 5 points, and the error 
function for 11 points of collocation is indicated by circles. Figure 1 corresponds to the case of 
equidistant points while in Fig. 2 the points of collocation were taken rj = ak sin( ~j/2 N), 
j=O,l ,*..> N. Comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, one easily comes to a conclusion that the accuracy 
for the case of equidistant points of collocation is inferior to those given in Fig. 2. Our 
investigation also showed that further increase in the number of points of collocation generally 
does not improve the accuracy of the solution, and in many cases the accuracy deteriorates. The 
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8.00 8.25 8.50 0.75 
Fig. 1. Error function for equidistant points of collocation. 
I .ee I .I ’ 
RADIUS 
25 
error of evaluation of the total charge Qk was taken as a product QkA. The real error is 
unknown but it will definitely be less than QkA due to the fluctuation of the error function with 
the area under the positive half-wave being almosts equal to the negative area as in Fig. 2. 
The results of the numerical procedure with 11 points of collocation r, = sin( Tj/20), j = 
0, 1,. . . ,lO, for the case of two equal coaxial disks of radius 1, held at equal and at opposite 
potentials with a variable gap h between them, are given in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The value of 
0.0750 
-8.0258 
-0.0500 
8.08 6.25 0.58 0.75 
Fig. 2. Error function for non-equidistant points of collocation. 
I .80 1 .25 
RADIUS 
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Table 1 
Values of total charge 
h 
0. 
0.001 
0.01 
0.05 
0.1 
0.2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 
5.0 
10.0 
20.0 
100.0 
co 
Equal potentials 
Q* 
0.5 
0.500877 
0.505320 
0.520553 
0.535883 
0.561362 
0.602499 
0.636407 
0.665610 
0.691207 
0.713812 
0.743019 
0.781752 
0.811259 
0.834216 
0.889579 
0.940518 
0.969201 
0.993674 
1. 
Error 
0 
0.002 
0.0015 
0.0010 
0.0002 
0.00005 
1o-7 
10-s 
lop9 
lo-lo 
10-” 
10P” 
10-‘1 
10-‘1 
10-l* 
10-‘3 
lo-l5 
10-15 
lo-l6 
0 
Opposite potentials 
Q* 
00 
789.29 
80.457 
17.22936 
9.233071 
5.175753 
3.102305 
2.395441 
2.037267 
1.820785 
1.676043 
1.531444 
1.388027 
1.303422 
1.248107 
1.141723 
1.067514 
1.032821 
1.006406 
1. 
Error 
0. 
2. 
0.3 
0.03 
0.001 
0.0001 
lop5 
10-6 
10-7 
10-s 
10-9 
lo-‘0 
10-” 
10-” 
lo-” 
lo-‘* 
10-‘3 
lo-‘5 
10-15 
0 
Q* = Qk7r/2u,a, along with the absolute error assessment is given in Table 1, the coefficients 
C,, are given in Tables 2 and 3. Figure 3 plots the charge density distribution for different 
values of the gap h. Table 1 corrects some inaccuracies in similar results published in [4]. 
Examples 
Two equal coaxial disks 
Denote a, = a2 = a; h,, = h 21 = h. Two fundamental cases are considered: ur = uf = u and 
u1 = - u2 = u. The solution of the set of equations (56) has the form 
Q: = 2 au 
71 If isin-‘[a/Z,(a, p*, h)] ’ 
(71) 
The plus sign in (71) corresponds to the case of equal potentials, and the minus to opposite ones. 
Notice that formula (71) gives exact results for h + 0 and h + 00. Considering Q,’ and Q, as 
functions of P+ and p- respectively, one can analyse numerically the overall performance of 
(71). The simplest approximate formula can be obtained by averaging of the maximum and the 
minimum admissible values of Qr* , namely 
Q: = i[Q,‘(a> + Q,‘(o)], QF = :[QLb) + QX3]. (72) 
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Fig. 3. Charge density distribution (two disks at opposite potentials). 
Comparison with the results of Table 1 shows that the maximum error of the first formula (72) is 
about 3%, while the second one yields about 12%. Better accuracy can be obtained by assuming 
Q,’ = +[~;(0.67~) + Q,‘(0.98a)], Q; = : [ Q; (0.562a) + Q; (0.983a)] (73) 
The maximum error is less than 0.1% for the first formula of (73), and is about 0.62% for the 
second one. 
If the accuracy achieved is still not satisfactory, one has to analyse pf and p- as functions of 
h. The physical meaning of p* can be explained as a substitution of a disk by an infinitely thin 
annulus of radius p*, having the same total charge and an equivalent influence on the total 
charge of the second disk. Plotting of both curves p+ = p’(h) and p- = p-(h) can help also to 
verify the accuracy of a numerical procedure. Elementary logic suggests that both should be 
smooth curves merging as h + 00. 
Using (71) and Table 1, the curves p’(h) and p-(h) were plotted in Fig. 4 by the dashed and 
the solid line respectively. The limiting values were established as follows: 
P+(O) = 1, P_(O) = fl> p’(c0) = p-(00) = @. (74) 
Similar calculations were made using the data from [4]. The results for pf and p- are 
indicated by non-solid circles and solid circles respectively. Looking at Fig. 4 one can say 
immediately that there are some troubles with the accuracy of the data given in [4]. Note that the 
results in [4] for h = 5 and h = 10 are not incorrect, they just do not have sufficient number of 
decimal places in the data, and this indicates how sensitive the parameter p* is for large h. No 
reasonable values for p* can be obtained from the data in [4] for h = 20. As was shown in 
previous section, these data are beyond the admissible interval. 
One can approximate the function p-(h) as 
p- = -0.02347 e -0.03~ + 0.073 e-8.7h + &_ (75) 
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of the accuracy of numerical results presented in [4]. 
Substitution of (71) in (67) makes it highly accurate in the whole range 0 < h < CO, with the 
maximum error not exceeding 0.3% 
Three equal coaxial disks at constant potentials 
We consider the case of equal disks because it is the least favorable case in terms of accuracy, 
as it was stated in previous section. Put a, = a2 = a3 = a, h,,=h,,=h, h,3=2h. The set of 
equations to be solved is 
GQ, + Q,isin-’ 
Ma, “P,,, h) 
Qtisin-’ 
t,(a, i,,, h) + cQ2 
1 
+ Q,;sin-l 
a 
1,(a, p31, 2h) = “’ 
1 
+ Q,,sin-’ 
&(a, i23, h) =“*’ (76) 
Qlisin-’ 
a 1 
/,(a, ~3~, 2h) + “Lsin 
-1 
l,(a, F,,, h) ’ &Q3=u3* 
Solution of (76) for all the combinations of p21, p31 and p23 equal 0 or a gives the upper and 
the lower bound for the values of total charges Q,, Q2 and Q3. The problem of three equal, 
equally spaced disks was considered in [3]. The following approximate solution was given there 
in the assumption that h > a. 
Q, = &11+ ~12 + ~13) - ~2~12 - 03~13 2 
Q2 = - u1c12 + u2 cc22 + c21 + c23) - “3c23> (77) 
Q3 = - ~1~31 - u2c32 + u3 ( c33 + c31 + c32 >) 
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Fig. 5. Total charge at the first disk (three-disk system, u = u2 = u3 = u). 
where 
cii = cj3 = 0.6366a(l- 0.9549~ + 1.1145~~ - 0.6514~~ - 0.02069~~) 
c22 = 0.6366a(l- 1.2732~ + 1.2159~~ - 0.5702~~ + 0.01874~~) 
= 0.4053ar(l - 0.3183~ + 0.2452~~ - 0.2830e3), 
(78) 
Cl2 = c21 = '32 = c23 
c3i = cl3 = 0.2026ae(l - 1.2732~ + 0.7452~~ + 0.2786c3), e = a/h. 
It is of interest to compare the results of solution of (76) with those of (77) and (78). Necessary 
calculations were performed for two particular cases: ui = u2 = u3 = u and ui = u2 = v, us = 0. 
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Fig. 6. Total charge at the first disk (three-disk system, u1 = u2 = u, ug = 0). 
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The results of evaluation of QT = 7Q1/2 ua for both cases are presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 
respectively. The solid line gives the upper bound, the dashed line gives the lower bound, and the 
results of (77) are indicated by circles. One can see than formulae (77) and (78) give god accuracy 
for h/a > 2; the results sharply deviate from the admissible region for h/a < 1.5. 
Discussion 
It is of interest to establish a relationship between some of the results of this paper and those 
previously reported in literature. Expression (41) corresponds to the Green’s function for a 
conducting disk under the influence of a charged point, found by Hobson [5]. His expression in 
our notation takes the form 
1 
- 
Gik = 2R,,i 
1 f 2 tan-’ 
T 
where the ambiguous signs are assigned according to pretty complicated rules [5] depending on 
the position of the points. The geometrical form, in which Hobson presented his result, did not 
let him to notice the square root of a complete square which led to the ambiguous signs. Our 
expressions (41) is simpler and free of this mishap. Expression (33) corresponds to another 
source function, also found by Hobson [5] in geometrical form. 
Certain relationship can be established between the set of equations (28) and the Love type 
integral equations derived in [3]. Introduce a new unknown function 
Inversion of (79) gives 
Substitution of (79) and (80) in (28) yields, after the change of the order of integration 
(7% 
The internal integral with respect to pa in (81) can be evaluated and expressed in terms of 
elementary function for each particular harmonic. For example, in the case of axial symmetry 
one gets from (81) 
Xko(r)+ iiikhikf (x+rf2+h:, + (x_rf2+hz 1 XiOCx) dx i#k rk 
d ’ ukO(dP dp 
=- 
d, ,/-_ ’ 
(84 
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The set of equations (82) corresponds to the one derived in [3]. Here, xk,, and ukO are the zero 
harmonics of the functions xk and vk respectively. In general, for the m th harmonic the 
following integral equation can be obtained from (81) 
xkm(r) + i t h,,Joa’H;,,,,(r, x)x, (x) dx = -), ~~r’!kmOPm+l dp, 
1=1 
r#k 
0 /-_ 
for k=O, l,..., n, 
The kernel HIkm can be expressed in elementary functions: 
H,km(r, m> 
(83) 
for m&l, 
+ ( x2 I:+1;-2?) #-1 
1;(1; - rl’) 
(84) 
where 1, and 1, are understood as I,,, (r, x, hik), and 
1 + JP l:(r, X, Ark) 
“(‘)=$-lnI-i/;’ r= li(r, x, hik)’ (85) 
Here are explicit expressions of the kernel for the first three harmonics 
H;k,l(ry x> = + 
1 1 
(r-x)‘+hfk - (r+x)‘+hfk ’ 1 
1 1 
(r-x)“+hf, + (r+X)“+hfk 
- $&ln 
(r + x)’ + hfk 1 (r-x)2+hfk ’ (86) 
1 1 
(r-x)‘+hfk - 
+L 
(r+x)‘+hfk rx 
3( r2 + x2 + hfk) In (r + x)’ + hfk 
4r2x2 1 (r-X)‘+hf, . 
The kernels defined by (84) contain no singularities therefore the regular methods of solution of 
Fredholm integral equations are applicable here. Formulae (83)-(86) seem not to have been 
reported in literature before. A new and powerful method presented in this paper can be used for 
the solution of more complicated problems, like, for example, problem of arbitrary located 
charged disks. 
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